
Tests Reveal That Tesla Full Self-Driving 
Software Fails To Stop For Child-Sized 

Mannequins Crossing The Road
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Dan O’Dowd is also the President and CEO of Green Hills Software, which provides safety and security software to carmakers 
developing secure Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems. 

Tesla states: “Autopilot, Enhanced Autopilot and Full Self-Driving Capability are intended for use with a fully attentive driver, 
who has their hands on the wheel and is prepared to take over at any moment”
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Dear Tesla,
93% of registered voters agree that a Full Self-Driving car that would run down a child in a crosswalk 
must be banned from our public roads immediately.* 

Our testing of your latest Full Self-Driving car has found that it will repeatedly run down a moving child-
sized mannequin in its path, and yet 160,000 of these cars are still on our roads, three months after we 
first made it public.**

Ralph Nader said: “Tesla’s major deployment of so-called Full Self-Driving (FSD) technology is one of 
the most dangerous and irresponsible actions by a car company in decades”. You are fully aware of 
the danger you are creating with your defective software, because you warn that Tesla Full Self-Driving 
“may do the wrong thing at the worst time”. 

During one of our tests Tesla Full Self-Driving nearly killed me by suddenly swerving into the path of a 
fast moving, oncoming car that was less than 60 feet away at the time. 

There are safety defects in Full Self-Driving linked to hundreds of crashes that have been reported 
to Tesla and that have not yet been fixed. Yet you continue to recklessly sell more defective Full Self-
Driving cars to the public.

The general public did not sign up to be Tesla’s crash test dummies. Disable Tesla’s defective Full Self-
Driving software right now, before people are killed. Do we really have to wait until Tesla’s engineers 
and its Board of Directors are indicted, before we can make our roads safe?

As Ralph Nader said: “No one is above the laws of manslaughter”.

Sincerely,

Dan O’Dowd
Founder, The Dawn Project

*  Based on a study of 1,021 registered voters surveyed by Ocean State Research, commissioned by 
The Dawn Project.  

** Independent testing conducted by The Dawn Project evidenced that while Tesla Full-Self Driving 
avoided adult sized mannequins, it repeatedly struck moving child-sized mannequins, at over  
25 miles per hour.


